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MIKE TONERI MANAGING DIRECTOR OF 

HANDCROSS BUTCHERS LTDHANDCROSS BUTCHERS LTDHANDCROSS BUTCHERS LTDHANDCROSS BUTCHERS LTD 

Handcross butchers is located in the picturesque village of   Handcross, 

near Pease Pottage, West Sussex. 

 

With over 50 years of experience we have been providing the finest quality 

meat and poultry delivered 6 days a week to the catering trade  in the south 

east of England and southern counties and further a field into London. 

 

As you will see we have our cutting plant number (above) which we are au-

dited by FSA regularly to maintain our standards. 

 

We pride ourselves in only supplying prime English, Beef, Lamb and Pork 

as well as locally sourced whether to meet the needs of  the everyday bar 

meal, bone– in and boneless prepared joints for the traditional Sunday 

roasts to more exquisite joints such as French trimmed carvery ribs of Beef 

or stuffed saddles of Lamb. 

 

Our portfolio of clients range from gastro pubs, 5 star hotels , events cater-

ing companies, private schools to prestigious golf clubs and Michelin star 

restaurants. 

 

No matter what your catering needs are my team and I are always happy to 

discuss how we may serve you best. 

Animal welfare is paramount importance  as is there organic diet with a 

guarantee of full traceability from farm to fork . 
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Welcome to Handcross Village 

Butchers (Shop) 

 
 

We only sell meat from prime British       

animals with full traceability, we have a 

wide range of Beef, Lamb, Pork, Chickens, 

Ducks and Game.   

 

                                                                    

We also have a range of deli goods such as 

chutneys, cheeses,  sausages and cured 

hams. 

 

In the shop we make our own sausages and 

burgers as well as making up BBQ packs 

and  freezer packs. 

 

In fact whatever the customer requires we 

will endeavour to deliver six days a week 

covering the whole of the south east. 

 

Opening times of shop 

 

Monday & Saturday…….6.00am-3.00pm 

Tuesday– Friday………...6.00am-5.00pm 
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Manor Farm is a traditional farm in Wotton, situated          
between Dorking and Guildford. 
 
The family run farm extends to 3,000 acres over a      
distance of 20 miles, Selecting the best breeds the  
free-range animals enjoy the lush pastures which is 
ethically reared in the Surrey Hills and tastes like meat 
should. Our meat is hung and dry-aged on the bone to 
give a fuller flavour and softer texture. 

We pride ourselves on their happiness and the quality of 
the grass and hay that we feed them this ensures that 
the meat we produce is second to none  

Manor Farm  
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Here’s a little information about beef that we hope you find useful. 

Beef comes from castrated bullocks and young heifers that have never had calves.       

Although the better quality meat comes from younger animals, it is essential that any 

meat be matured after slaughtering. This is called ‘hung’. The meat is ‘hung’ in low tem-

peratures in order to tenderise it and improve its keeping qualities. 

The optimum hanging time for beef is 12-14 days, however this depends very much on 

the age of the beef and the quality required. Some beef is hung for 21 days that will 

make it extremely tender and usually great quality. 

 

Below is a chart to show you where all the cuts come from on the animal. 

Beef is one of our most delicious and traditional dishes and it is 

making quite a comeback to the British dining table!  

TIP:    Well hung beef will have a dark red, almost ruby 

colour. Bright red meat, although very common in      

supermarkets, is an indication that the meat has not been 

hung long enough and will therefore be less tender. 
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RUMP 8-10 OZ 227-283 GRAMS 

SIRLOIN 8-10 OZ 227-283 GRAMS 

FILET 7-8 OZ 198-227 GRAMS 

RIB EYE 8-12 OZ 227-340 GRAMS 

T-BONE 12 OZ 340 GRAMS 

 TOPSIDE Local ROLLED BRITISH ROLLED 

SILVERSIDE Local ROLLED BRITISH ROLLED 

FORERIB Local  ROLLED 

BONE IN/       

BONELESS 

BRITISH ROLLED 

BONE IN/          

BONELESS 

TOP RUMP/

KNUCKLE 

Local WHOLE/   

SCOTCH WHOLE 

ROLLED 

BRITISH WHOLE/     

BRITISH WHOLE 

ROLLED 

BRISKET Local  WHOLE 

ROLLED 

SCOTCH WHOLE 

ROLLED 

WHOLE        

FILLET 

Local SCOTCH/   

BRITISH 

OR IRISH 

WHOLE 

SIRLOIN 

Local SCOTCH/   

BRITISH 

OR IRISH 

WHOLE 

RIBEYE 

Local SCOTCH/   

BRITISH 

OR IRISH 
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As well as premium British steak mince  and diced 

beef  we are happy to prepare strips or slices of beef to 

your requirements.  
 

Our minced beef is prepared 

from a combination of cuts 

which doesn't include head 

or offal and the fat content 

does not  exceed 10%  

Prepared from  a combination of 

cuts but mainly forequarter 

meat, we hand dice for quality 

assured and do not exceed 10% 

fat. 
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All of our veal calves are born and reared on  

farms in the West Country, including our own, 

 situated in the idyllic Tarrant Valley in Dorset.  

The calves are carefully reared on straw bed-

ding in groups, for up to eight months with com-

pletely unrestricted access to food, barley straw 

and water. An average veal calf will grow to 

around quarter of a tonne. Welfare of our     

animals is paramount and their wellbeing and 

contentment is our principal consideration. All 

of our farms have been audited and accredited 

by the RSPCA through its Freedom Food or-

ganisation. We are proud to hold numerous 

awards including the Compassion in World 

Farming Good Calf Award, a Great Taste 

Award for our veal escalopes and osso bucco 

and the 2013 Health & Vitality                   

Sourcing Honour. 
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Our range of Veal is Dutch milk fed which means the animal  

has had plenty of freedom, ventilation, fresh air and good 

feed which is in accordance with animal welfare standards 

 

Here’s a little information about Veal that we hope you find useful. 

There are five grades for veal and meat of calves. Prime, choice, good,    

standard, and utility. Prime is the most juicy and flavourful. Choice cuts are 

somewhat less juicy and flavourful than prime cuts. Unlike the meat of ma-

ture animals, veal and the meat of calves is lighter in colour ranging from 

greyish pink to light pink. The bones are small, soft, and reddish 

Below is a chart to show you where all the cuts come from on the animal. 

TIP:      Remember veal is young and tender but it does not 
have the marbling and fat that other beef products have, so 
you will have to cook veal slower to ensure you keep the       

flavour and tenderness that you desire. 
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ESCALOPES 

(CUSHION) 

TRIMMED FAT, GRIS-

TLE AND SKIN  FREE  

BATTENED OUT  

ESCALOPES 

(TOPSIDE) 

CUT ACROSS THE 

GRAIN OF THE MUS-

CLE 

BATTENED OUT  

CHOPS PREPARED FROM 

THE LOIN  

CUT PARRALLEL TO THE 

CHINE  BONE 

STEAKS PREPARED FROM 

THE STRIPLOIN 

CUT ACROSS THE GRAIN 

OF THE  MUSCLE 

OSSO BUCCO PREPARED FROM 

THE KNUCKLE 

SAWN TO A 25MM RING 

CUTLETS PREPARED FROM 

THE BEST END 

ENSURING THE CUT  IS 

OF EVEN THICKNESS 

TOPSIDE PREPARED FROM THE LEG REMOVING 

KNUCKLE AND ALL BONES 

  

CUSHION SAME AS THE TOPSIDE  BUT REMOVING ALL 

FAT AND SKIN  

  

STRIPLOIN 

 

CUT FROM THE  LOIN AND PREPARED TO        

INDIVIDUAL SPECIFICATION 

 

SHOULDER REMOVED FROM THE SHORT FOREQUARTER  

FILLET FILLET WILL BE REMOVED FROM THE LOIN AND 

SURFACE FAT TRIMMED  
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       HERE ARE  SOME                  

OFFAL WE SUPPLY 

 EXAMPLES OF VEAL             

CALF LIVER CALF TONGUE 

CALF BRAIN CALF FEET 

CALF SWEETBREAD  VEAL MARROW BONES 
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Plantation Pigs  
Lydling Farm, Shackleford 

(Pigs are reared in Steyning, East Sussex  15 miles from us) 

We breed all our own pigs. We use ginger- and black-haired animals 

that can withstand the heat of a summer's day and cold winter nights. 

Sows must be good mothers to rear their litters with the minimum of 

intervention from our stockmen. The breeds we use confer great 

qualities on the pork making it succulent and tasty. Its flavour will 

enhance both complex and simple dishes to provide a delicious,    

satisfying meal. 

Free Range 
Our pigs live outside in the fields. In summer they bathe in mud wal-

lows to protect themselves from the sun. In winter we provide deep 

beds of clean straw for them to bury themselves in to keep warm. 

Plenty of fresh air and exercise helps to keep our pigs healthy and  

reduces the need for medication. 

Natural Cereal Based Diets  
Pigs that live outside require food that provides for their active life-

style. Our diets are specially designed for this purpose and to main-

tain exceptional pork quality. We work closely with our suppliers to 

ensure that only safe traceable raw materials are included in our 

feeds. 

Quality Standards 
Our pigs are regularly visited by a consultant vet. This is to promote 

the health and welfare of the pig and to provide support for our farm 

staff. As members of the Humane Slaughter Association we have   

access to training and monitoring of best practice at our abattoir  
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Our pork is sourced from within the UK. It is guaranteed to have a sweet taste 

and moist texture from traditional rearing. We offer traditional cuts to modern 

lean cuts. 

 

Here’s a little information about pork that we hope you find useful. 

 

Pigs are brought to market young (at about five to six months old), so look 

for cuts that are moist and a healthy pink colour, not grey or red. Choose neat 

cuts with a fine-grained texture. Although pork is a lean meat there may be a 

slight marbling of fat (especially in traditional breeds) that should be firm and 

white. Avoid anything looking damp or clammy, or with oily or chalky-

looking fat. 

 

Below is a chart to show you where all the cuts come from on the animal. 

TIP:  As with all meats, cuts from the lower leg and shoulder - 

where the muscles have the most exercise - are likely to be 

tougher and are more suited to long, slow cooking, whereas 

cuts from the back tend to be lean and tender, making them 

ideal for quick cooking.  
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When choosing  your chop, steak, rib or    

medallion  there are four easy steps to follow: 

 

British pork chops 

 

British pork escalopes 

 

British pork belly ribs 

 

British pork belly slices 

 

British pork loin rack of ribs 

 

British pork loin steaks 

 

British pork filets 

 

British pork medallions 

1) choose the weight 

 

 

3)     choose the size (thick, standard or thin) 

 

4)     choose the trim ( rind on/ off, bone in, boneless) 

2)       choose the quantity 
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When choosing  your pork  there are four 

easy steps to follow: 

 
1) choose the weight 

 

2)       choose the quantity 

 

3)     choose the cut/ trim (rind on/off, rind scored, chump on/ off) 

 

4)     choose the finish (tied or netted) 

British pork leg ( bone in or boned and 

rolled) 

 

British pork fillet (tenderloin) 

 

British pork belly (boneless) 

 

British pork loin (boned and rolled) 

 

British pork shoulder (boned and rolled) 

If you would prefer to butcher your own cuts then we also supply this range of  

meat: 

 
British whole pigs and suckling pigs ( for spit roasting) 

 

British pork neck end (bone in) 

 

British pork belly 

 

British pork loin 

 

              British pork topside 
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Prepared from a combination of cuts of which 

all bones, cartilages, large blood vessels, glands 

and skin (rind) will be removed, fat content will 

not exceed 10% and will be hand diced between 

15mm and 30mm cubes 

All our pork trimmings are used to make our 

mince other than head meat and offal, the fat 

content will not exceed 15% 

The most popular in our offal range is: 

 

Pork back fat         Pig caul fat 

 

Pig head                Pigs kidney 

 

Pig Liver               Pigs Trotters 
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Natural Farms (Ewhurst Green) 

East Sussex  was formed in 1987 and        
pioneered the sourcing of meat directly from 

local farms. Farmers that would guarantee 

the use of good "quality meat" breeds, tradi-

tional rearing methods and a pure whole-

some diet. 

In the early nineties, Natural Farms broke 

new ground when it developed a computer-

ised        traceability system to ensure the 

provenance of all of our meat. From birth to 

your kitchen all our meat is recorded and 

each carcase is individually certified. 

These methods were gradually recognised by 

other professionals. Now over 200 butchers 

buy Natural Farms beef, pork, lamb, poultry 

and game products. 
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TIP:   If a piece of lamb looks pale pink, chances are it has come from a 

relatively young animal, but if it is a little more red in colour, it will 

probably have come from an older animal 

    Lamb is one of our most traditional meats. In fact, we eat more lamb per   

capita than any other nation except for New Zealand and Australia. 

 

Here’s a little information about lamb that we hope you find useful. 
 

  

1.  40% of the lamb we eat is home grown. The rest comes from Australia and New Zealand. 

By law, the butcher has to label the country of origin of any meat. 

  

2.  Lamb is particularly rich in iron and vitamin B complex. Essential for good nutrition. 

  

3.  Optimum lamb production in the UK is from early spring until October. The other months of the 

year are usually supplied with imported meat. 

  

4.  The lambs in the UK are usually between 3 and 12 months old, mutton is usually between 18 

months to 2 years. 

  

 
Below is a chart to show you where all the cuts come from on the animal. 
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When choosing  your chop, steak, rack or    

noisettes  there are four easy steps to follow: 

 

 

4)     choose the trim ( fat on/ off, standard trim or French, bone in or   

         boneless) 

            

1) choose the weight 

 

2)       choose the quantity 

 

3)     choose the size (thick, standard, thin or number of ribs) 

English lamb cutlets 

 

English lamb noisettes 

 

English lamb loin chops 

 

English lamb crown chops 

 

English lamb chump chops 

 

English lamb leg steaks 

 

English lamb shanks 

 

English best end rib rack 
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When choosing  your lamb  there are four 

easy steps to follow: 

 
1) choose the weight 

 

2)       choose the quantity 

 

3)     choose the cut/ trim (bone in options, fat on/ off, special trim or 

        larder trim, type of cut chump on/ off, hindquarter or   

         forequarter)               

 

4)     choose the finish (tied or netted) 

English lamb leg carvery (bone in) 

English lamb leg (boned and rolled) 

 

English lamb shoulder (boned and rolled) 

 

English lamb loin boneless 

 

English lamb rump (boneless) 

 

 

If you would prefer to butcher your own cuts then we also supply this range of 

meat: 

 

English lamb centre cut loin        English lamb saddle                      English lamb breast 

English lamb middle           English lamb best end neck             English lamb hindquarter 
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Our range of lamb offal: 

 

Lamb caul fat          Lamb heart 

 

Lamb kidney           Lamb Liver 

 

Lamb sweetbread     Lamb tongue 

Our minced lamb is prepared from a combina-

tion of cuts which produces a very good quality 

product with less than 25%  fat content 

All of our range of diced meat is hand diced to 

make sure that the quality is of a high standard 

removing any unwanted bones or gristle and 

the size of the dice will not be less than 13mm 

or more than 32mm. 
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In 1951 Fred Thacker, father of current Chairman and Managing 

Director David, began processing a few hens in a small shed only 

yards away from where today’s modern factory stands. 

 

Over the next 25 years the business continued to grow until Fred 

Thacker sold the company in the late 70’s 

From 1980 under the name Harvest Poultry, father and son con-

tinued to carry out the day to day running of the business for the 

new owners. 

In 1993 David led a management buyout and renamed the com-

pany Crown Chicken Ltd. By then the business had developed 

into a fully integrated poultry company comprising all the stages 

of feed milling, breeding, hatching, rearing and processing. 

Over the past 20 years David Thacker and his fellow directors / 

shareholders, Nigel Armes and Matthew Ward have continued to 

expand and develop the business into the top quality, modern and 

efficient company that it is Crown. 
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Chicken is highly regarded by chefs for its widespread    

appeal and numerous advantages. Economical, versatile, 

and readily available, chicken is the perfect ingredient for 

easy, everyday recipes. 

 

 All our fresh chicken is reared on farms within the UK and is free 

from added water, protein and preservatives. In this section you 

will see that we supply portions from the bird as well as selling it 

whole. 

Below is a chart to show you where all the cuts come from on the 

bird. 

a. Legs,                 

b. thighs,          

c. wings,          

d. part of back 

portion.            

e. tail end of 

back portion.      

 
TIP:   Look at the ends of the bones.  Are they pink or are 

they  turning grey?  Generally, the more pink the bone ends are, 
the fresher the chicken. 
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Reared on a diet made from corn based material  

which may include wheat barley or maize the aim 

is to achieve a pure vegetarian diet for the bird. 

We can supply corn fed chicken the same way as 

standard chickens with all the same portion     

options but corn fed being more expensive.. 

We will supply you with whatever portion 

you require, firstly choose the trim you want 

(skin on/ off, bone in/ boneless, oyster cut) and then choose your required  

portion, below is a list of  portion chicken we sell mostly of: 

 

Chicken Supremes                               Chicken thighs   

Chicken legs                                         Chicken drumsticks 

                 Chicken diced 50/50 or breast meat only 

We supply a variety of  sizes of whole chickens which 

are reared on farms within the UK we also sell pous-

sins which are 12-16oz in weight  
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When Grandfather Frank Wreathall was rearing a few turkeys 

on his farm in Suffolk in 1940, little could he have imagined 

the achievements of his two grandsons, Andrew and Clive, on 

their Crown Estate farms bordering the south Kentish coast. 

The two brothers farm over 900 hectares of the Romney 

Marsh, producing apart from their succulent Christmas tur-

keys – top quality wheat, dried peas and oil seed rape. 

What began as a small enterprise at Priory Farm has grown 

to become the success that is Appledore Turkeys – where 

Christmas turkeys of the highest quality and taste are pro-

duced in the traditional way. 

Appledore Turkeys are given the greatest attention by all the 

Wreathall family, including the brothers’ young children, who 

from a very early age have learnt the benefits of traditional 

animal husbandry. As the Festive Season approaches the en-

tire family are actively involved – making sure that only the 

very best is available for their fellow Kentish men and those 

further a field. 
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Turkey meat is said to be one of the lowest fat        

contents of all meats, it also has a low cholesterol level 

and is said to be ideal for use in a dietary  regime. 

Although very important on the menu at Christmas our turkey range will provide you 

with an excellent alternative to chicken dishes and is available all year round. Our 

fresh turkey is sourced from Britain and is free from preservatives or added protein. 

When choosing your turkey whether it’s a whole bird or joint select your cut/ trim: 

 

Skin on              Skin off 

 

Bone in            Boneless 

 

Rolled               Escalope 

 

Butterfly cut 

We source our free range turkey on a local farm to us, you can  

order the whole bird oven ready or order the crown  which is     

minus the legs 

Turkey butterflied  boned and rolled with or without legs 

 

Turkey leg boneless 

 

Turkey thigh boned and rolled 

Turkey escalope                  Turkey supreme 

  

 

Turkey Strips                        Diced Turkey 
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Here’s a little information about duck that we hope you find               

useful 

 

Duck meat is considered to be “white meat”, even though the 

meat on a duck Is considerably darker than other poultry meats 

such as chicken or turkey. 

 

The reason for this is that as ducks are more active in comparison 

to chickens for example, who spend most of the time sitting down 

or walking around, they need and use up more oxygen. The extra 

oxygen in the body of the duck or other types of game bird, gives 

their meat the darker red colour. 

 

Due to the darker colour of the duck meat, this gives the meat a 

stronger and richer flavour. 

We have a full selection  of fresh duck that can be pre-

pared and packed to your requirements, on the next page 

are some examples of our most popular range      
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We supply Gressingham or Barbary breasts when     

ordering your duck breasts remember that the average 

weight of a male breast is 9-10oz and the female is     

7-8oz 

Our duck legs are oyster cut and supplied with the 

back portion removed by cutting through the pelvic 

joint leaving the oyster muscle on the leg 

   Duck foie gras is force fed ducks about 12 weeks 

before slaughter which then gives a  rich, buttery, 

and delicate taste, unlike that of a regular duck  liver. 

Foie gras can be sold whole, or prepared into 

mousse, parfait, or pate.                   . 

Duck fat is a versatile ingredient which can be used in roasts and all 

kinds of savoury recipes and goes particularly well with oven roasted   

potatoes! We sell our fat in 1lb tins which comes from South West 

France  

All our oven-ready fresh-chilled ducks are actually  ducklings, un-

der six months old. They come in a large number of sizes, from 

very young and small to older, larger birds. It can be more desir-

able to buy two smaller, more tender birds, rather than one large 

duck. However, this will increase the cost per serving 
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Piddinghoe game 

 
We are a family-run Sussex business, and sup-

plying quality game is our passion 

We only supply seasonal game meat and so are 

open from the 2nd weekend in September 

through to 2nd weekend end in February. We are 

five minutes drive from Newhaven and supply to 

retail as well as directly from our shop.  

 

All our game meats are wild. You can't get more 

free-range than that. We source all meats from 

local estates  in Sussex and we are dedicated to 

providing the highest quality.  
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Game can only be shot during specific times of the 
year, here is a basic guide to the shooting season  

GROUSE 
 

12th August to 10th December 

PHEASANT 

 

1st October to 1st February 

PARTRIDGE 

 

1st September to 1st February 

GOOSE 

 

1st September to 31st January 

HARE 

 

1st August to 29th February 

RED DEER STAGS 

 

1st August to 30th April 

RED DEER HINDS 

 

1st November to 31st March 

SIKA DEER 

STAGS 

 

1st August to 30th April 

SIKA DEER HINDS 

 

1st November to 31st March 

FALLOW BUCKS 

 

1st August to 30th April 

FALLOW DOES 

 

1st November to 31st March 

ROE BUCKS 

 

1st April to 31st October 

ROE DOES 

 

1st November to 31st March 
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This is the most popular of game birds available wild and commercially reared, ap-

proximately 2 1/2 lbs in prepared weight which should give 2 portions per bird. The 

flavour of pheasant is that of mild game compared to others. 

Geese are usually sold as oven ready although we do sell a range of other 

goose products such as foie gras and breast joints. Our geese are free range  

and are fed on grain and grass, these are normally on sale from September 

through to Christmas.  

Grouse are more commonly called red grouse and are mainly found on 

moors where there is plenty of heather growing, one bird gives one por-

tion per person about 10oz. The flavour of grouse is that of peat and 

heather for which is its environment. 

The red legged partridge (French partridge)  13-14inches   8-10oz    1 portion 

The grey legged partridge (English partridge)  12inches    6-8oz     1 portion 

 

The grey partridge is considered to be more superior to that of the red due to the 

taste  being more succulent and sweeter with a mild taste of chicken 
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Guinea fowl is a very popular bird, it is greatly farmed in the Nor-

folk area and not in the wild anymore. Its average prepared weight is 

about 2 1/2 lb, It has a flavour which is cross between pheasant and 

chicken.  

Venison is a very lean meat  available in the UK farmed and wild or from 

New Zealand farmed (farmed venison is usually from younger deer) the two 

major species of  from the UK are red and roe deer. Listed below are some 

typical cuts of venison we supply: 

Haunch               Osso Buco 

Saddle                 Diced 

Fillet 

 

 

Quail is available all year round  because it is farmed so extensively, it has a 

very delicate flavour  which is fully developed without any hanging. Average 

weight of a prepared quail is about 5oz so therefore you would serve one as a 

starter or two for a main course 

Hare is very similar to rabbit in texture, but not in flavour: hare has dark 

brown, strong gamey flesh, which is very different from the pale, mild 

flesh of rabbit. Best cooked when young for tender meat, it's hung for a 

few days and skinned; the legs and saddle make the choicest cuts. Hare is 

popular throughout Europe and is often domestically bred. Traditional 

British recipes include jugged hare and roast leg or saddle of hare. 
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Bacon is pork that has been cured one 

of two ways: dry or wet. It can be 

bought as both rashers and larger cuts. 

A dry-cure (in which the meat is 

rubbed with salt and flavourings) is the 

superior method of curing. A wet cure 

involves steeping the meat in a brine of 

salt and water. 

 

Bacon is sold as both smoked or       

unsmoked - the latter is termed 'green', 

and is paler and milder than the 

smoked variety. The two types of    

rashers we supply are: back (from the 

loin, the leanest and most expensive), 

streaky (from the belly, it's the fattiest 

and often tastiest cut). We generally 

sell our bacon in 5lb packets. 

 

 Our bacon joints we sell  include collar 

(from the shoulder),   hock              

(from the front leg of the pig)           

and gammon (from the hind leg)    

when ordering gammon either order 

horseshoe which is smaller in size     

(5-6kg) but a neater joint opposed to a 

whole gammon which is (9-11kg) and 

not such a tidier joint, which is also 

true to say the superior gammon steak 

is that of the horshoe cut. 
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Our sausages are made from a mix of lean meat 

such as shoulder and fatty cuts such as belly, the fat 

is vital because it carries taste and provide          

succulence. When we produce our homemade    

sausages we make sure that the meat and                  

flavourings that are used are of the highest quality, 

we do not use synthetic skins only natural and   

generally make them size 6’s although again we can 

produce 8’s or chipolatas. We are happy to make the 

sausage  flavour to your specification but below are 

our most popular range that we sell the most of: 

 

Traditional pork      Pork & Leek       Cumberland/ Rings 

 

Lamb & mint          Wild Boar and Apple 

 

Venison & Red wine     Country Beef, Pork and Garlic 

. 
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Most supermarkets offer the 

mince which makes there        

burgers with varying  percentages 

of fat. While a certain amount of 

fat is desirable for taste and     

texture, minced 'steak' or 'lean 

mince' produces a firm,  well   

flavored  burger that browns well 

and won't shrink in cooking. 

Whether you grill, fry or              

barbecue, our homemade creation 

will top that of any other every 

time. Ideal for the b.b.q party or 

simply to put onto your bar 

menu, let us know whether you 

would  require a different         

flavour or meat  for us to produce 

your own recipe to save on           

labour time. 
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Our selection of pates and terrines are: 

 

Duck pate   Brussels Pate   Ardennes Pate     Goose Terrine 

 

Chicken Liver Terrine   Wild Boar Terrine  Pheasant Terrine 

 

Pork Rilletes       Duck Rillettes 

Our selection of chutneys are made from vegetables or 

fruits with sugar vinegar herbs and spices we have a vast 

range from apple chutney to red onion marmalade visit 

our shop or give us a ring to see or hear all the range 

We sell free range hen eggs and Duck eggs which can be 

sold by the tray or generally a case of 30 dozen. Quail eggs 

are sold in a pkts  of 12 

Whole Chickens    chicken Supremes     smoked gammons 

Whole Ducks         Duck Supremes         Smoked Bacon 
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We sell  Chorizo, Salami,   Mortadella,      

Pastrami,  Pepperoni,  Parma ham, Pancetta, 

Serrano,  Brazola  and Milano to mention but 

a few, just contact us to find out more of our 

range.  

Our pork pies we supply  are made using only the finest fresh, 

natural British pork. The meat is coarsely chopped ,seasoned  

and encased in a delicious rich pastry and then  natural bone 

stock jelly is added to the pies after baking to enhance the      

natural pork flavour, and to give a succulent texture when eaten. 

If you require additional bones or frames for stock 

making then we supply chicken frames (carcasses)  

and all other bones such as veal, lamb, beef etc 

We sell a range of bbq packs in marinades ready to put 

straight onto your bbq for your personal private party or 

whether it’s a summer function for your business, one of our 

most popular packs consists of : 

 

Sirloin Steaks    Sausages    Burgers     Lamb Kebabs 

 

Spare Ribs         Marinated Chicken Drumsticks  

 

Tandori Pork Escalopes 
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Handcross        

Butchers 

                  
Aiming to exceed 

at all times       

customers'         

expectations in 

Quality, Service 

and Value  


